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“We want our clients
to be inspired by
our work and
creativity, and
excited to let us
design a home that
is uniquely theirs.”

MATERIAL
WITNESS
“I would describe CDG’s design
signature as Mountain Modern
with an organic sensibility and a
focus on bringing the outdoors
in,” Yates shares. “We love to
blend natural materials and
finishes as well as the colors
and tones that we observe in the
gorgeous views surrounding us
in our projects. Recently, we’ve
been embracing neutral palettes
with pops of color inspired by
the local scenery, which we
complement with native
materials like wood from the
surrounding forests, marble
from Marble, Colorado and
granite from Granite, Colorado.
We also work with local
craftspeople and artisans and
include works by our favorite
Colorado photographers and
artists in our clients’ homes.
Incorporating colors, textures,
patterns and materials from the
natural environment and our
local communities makes our
designs uniquely Colorado.”

COLLECTIVE DESIGN GROUP:
INTERIOR DESIGN
970.401.6770 | collectivedg.com |

collectivedg

What’s better than a talented, full-service interior design team with a Colorado pedigree? One
that has an in-house architecture team to assist with remodels and new, ground-up construction
projects. With a holistic, expansive view of interior design as their guide, Collective Design Group
works with their extensive network of building professionals, artisans and manufactures to ensure
that each client’s experience is seamless and that every detail is considered. Lead designer Lisa
Yates, senior designers Nicole Frye, Rachel Obernesser and Catherine Lykins, and their expert team
begin each project by establishing strong client relationships based on open communication and
trust, which ensures a collaborative and fun design process. This, according to Yates, “Results in an
elegant, timeless and functional home that surpasses our clients’ unique wants, needs and lifestyles.”

COLORADO,
MY HOME
•S
 etting: CDG is based in
Frisco, but services all
of Colorado including
Breckenridge, Keystone,
Copper, Vail, Steamboat,
Winter Park, Aspen,
Telluride and beyond.
•S
 tyle: The current state of
Colorado design mixes sleek
Mountain Modern elements
with rustic touches that are
focused on bringing the
grandeur of the outdoors in.

Top The primary bedroom’s delightful deck offers a serene lounging area furnished with custom pieces and a hanging pod for reading or meditating with a mountain view. Left Enlivened
by a breathtaking, live-edge console and a hair-on-hide rug, this elegant entry offers a warm welcome into the sophisticated open floor plan. Right A custom, live-edge wood headboard
is a stylish juxtaposition to the primary bedroom’s soft patterns and silk wallcovering. Opposite This one-of-a-kind mountain bunkroom is crowned with a custom fixture that pays homage
to the home’s ski-in, ski-out location.
Photography Top, Left & Opposite by Lindsay Sevec; Right by Kimberly Gavin

